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Axpo issues EUR 600 million sustainability-linked
Schuldschein loan
Axpo has successfully issued its first sustainability -linked Schuldschein loan in
the amount of EUR 600 million. The transaction - initially launched at EUR 150
million - was significantly oversubscribed due to strong demand from international banks.
The structure consists of several tranches with maturities of up to 7 years w ith a total of
35 international, regional savings and cooperative banks participating in the transaction.
The proceeds will be used for general corporate purposes.
Sustainability is a key pillar of the Axpo Group’s strategy. Following the sustainabilitylinked revolving credit facility and sustainability-linked bond earlier this year this transaction is further expanding the sustainability component of the company’s financing.
Joris Gröflin, CFO of the Axpo Group, on the successful issue: “This transaction complements our strategy to further diversify our funding sources in the international capital
markets. It also once again demonstrates the strong credit quality and the sustainability
commitment of Axpo that are attractive to investors.”
About Axpo
Axpo is driven by a single purpose – to enable a sustainable future through innovative energy solutions. As Switzerland's largest producer of renewable energy and an international
leader in energy trading and the marketing of solar and wind power, Axpo combines the
experience and expertise of more than 5,000 employees who are driven by a passion for
innovation, collaboration and impactful change. Using cutting-edge technologies, Axpo innovates to meet the evolving needs of its customers in over 30 countries across Europe,
North America and Asia.
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